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ABSTRACT

Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a 1997 new-start multi-year Central Test and Evaluation
Investment Program (CTEIP), is developing advanced telemetry system components that can be used in
an integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small missile test and training applications. JAMI
will provide telemetry, Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI), flight termination and end-game vector
scoring in a low cost, modular package that will allow world-wide test and training− eliminating, in most
cases, the need for range-specific (or multi-system) facilities. JAMI will incorporate Global Positioning
System (GPS)-based technology as the TSPI and vector scoring engine, and is completing the
development of a solid state programmable safe and arm device for flight safety applications. The JAMI
program has progressed into Phase 2 and full-scale development of advanced GPS technologies. This
paper discusses the progress of the program during the past year and the efforts planned for fiscal year
2000. Testing of GPS receivers and problems encountered in programming GPS simulator for missile
flight profiles are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The JAMI program was initiated four years ago to address enhancements in missile instrumentation
primarily through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. The concept
of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device was included as another telemetry
system component which could have significant cost savings to emerging and future weapon
developments. The need for JAMI components was identified for the following reasons:

• GPS technology was identified as one of the most significant enhancements to the test and
evaluation of weapon systems

• Existing GPS hardware was large and could not be used in high dynamic applications at costs
similar to existing radar transponders

• Weapon scoring quality accuracies had been demonstrated using C-A Code
GPS in low dynamic application

• FTSA hardware was weapon-specific and expensive.

JAMI will have applicability to tri-service small missile programs, e.g., the JAMI concept has support
from several Program Offices, as well as the missile target development programs. For these reasons, the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) chose to initiate in fiscal year 1997 a CTEIP program.

BACKGROUND

There are a host of participant types in a typical test or training scenario, though many scenarios involve a
shooter aircraft, a missile, and a target drone. OSD-sponsored programs are providing GPS-based TSPI
for each of these platforms.

GPS technology is a rapidly changing field. Three years ago, the prevailing thought was that GPS
receivers, especially low cost commercial receivers, could not track through high dynamic missile flight
environments. It was assumed that GPS translators would be required in high G environments.  The
Translated GPS Ranging System (TGRS) program was funded by OSD to provide a digital translator for
such applications.

At about the same time, OSD also funded the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry Sensor Systems
(HSTSS) program to develop miniature, hardened telemetry components. The HSTSS program
investigated the utility of not only very small GPS receivers for projectile applications, but also
investigated the effects of adding a low cost set of inertial sensors to the design in a tightly coupled
configuration. The results of the co-variance analysis showed that the GPS receiver accuracy could be
very high in a high dynamic missile flight environment, but hardware to support missile dynamics of over
50 Gs did not exist.

The Air Force eastern and western test ranges have been directed to phase out radar as a range safety-
tracking source over the next three to four years and replace it with GPS. Heavy lift vehicles are relative,
low dynamic vehicles and have maximum acceleration of only a few Gs. Existing receiver hardware has
been flown on several vehicles with excellent results and reliability. The Range Commanders Council,



Range Safety Group chartered a subcommittee two years ago to develop guidelines for implementing
GPS into vehicles on national ranges. This group has now published design and testing standards for GPS
systems that will be used for range safety tracking on national ranges.

JAMI Phase 2 – Full Scale Development

JAMI was approved as a Phase 2 program in February 2000.  Several important actions were initiated in
support of the final JAMI goal of high dynamic GPS tracking and post mission end game scoring during
the past year.  In addition, several new problems were discovered in the areas of GPS testing and
simulation and GPS antenna design.

High Dynamic GPS Technology Development-In 1997, JAMI had been identified as a five-year
development program with funding equally allocated over five years beginning in 1999. The FTSA
development was considered the lowest risk because similar devices had already been proposed or were
under investigation by industry as in-house research and development efforts. For this reason it was
placed as the first priority for development.

The GPS TSPI engine was considered the next lowest risk development. This concept was further
defined to split the GPS TSPI concept into a low dynamic (accelerations up to 25 Gs) and a high dynamic
version with accelerations up to the JAMI-specified limit of 50 Gs. Analysis of the sled track tests and the
Vandal flight demonstrated that existing commercially available hardware could meet the lower dynamic
flight scenarios.

The end game scoring concept was considered the most risky in 1997 and scheduled for development in
2002. Recent analysis now indicates that end game scoring can probably be done using a high dynamic
GPS receiver or translator with inertial sensors added to improve the GPS solution and to provide
attitude information at the point of intercept as a ground station software process.

Flight Termination Systems- Several programs have expressed an interest in a programmable Flight
Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA).  In 1998 a decision was made to begin a proof of concept design by
the Fuze Development Branch at the Naval Air Warfare Center. This effort was expected to reduce the
full-scale development time by nine to twelve months.  A Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) was entered into with Raymond Engineering division of Kaman Engineering
Operations (REO) to “productionize” the FTSA design and the design was transitioned to REO in the
Spring of 2000.

Significant testing and analysis has been completed on the preliminary design of the FTSA.  The
engineering development model occupies 8 cubic inches which is 44% smaller that the JAMI original
technical requirement.  Programmable functions include failsafe conditions, safe separation time, umbilical
disconnect, and two axis acceleration to +50 G.  Qualification units are scheduled from REO in August
00 with qualification testing planned for FY-01.

TSPI- The next lowest risk area undertaken by JAMI was the development of a GPS receiver solution,
which could be used for range safety TSPI tracking for moderate and high dynamic missiles and targets.



The JAMI Test Capabilities Requirements Document (TCRD) requires a GPS system that can support
missile maneuvers of up to 50 Gs. Based on the TTD&D testing, it became apparent that existing
hardware could support accelerations of up to 25 Gs and jerk of 400 Gs/sec. Since JAMI has always
taken the position that it was a component-oriented program, it was decided to divide the GPS TSPI
program into low dynamic and high dynamic variants. This would allow for the quick development of a
low dynamic receiver and introduction into a missile platform much sooner than originally expected. At
the same time, various techniques to improve receiver dynamics were investigated to meet the higher
dynamic application.

Missile dynamics in excess of 25 G’s are typical of air intercept weapons. The JAMI team queried
industry as to whether a device somewhere between a full receiver and a translator was feasible.
Discussions with Symmetricom Division of Navstar Systems Ltd in early 1999 led to a novel GPS
concept and in December 1999 the JAMI and HSTSS programs jointly funded a contract with the
Symmetricom to design and build a high dynamic GPS sensor.  The sensor technology can be thought of
as a split receiver with part of it in the air vehicle and the other part on the ground.  A block diagram of
one of 72 correlators in the airborne unit is shown in figure 1.

The airborne unit despreads the C-A code and loosely tracks the frequency of each satellite in view.
Measurements are taken and sent to the ground where ephemeris data is combined from a reference
receiver and the frequency and phase loops are closed.  Modeling of this approach indicates that fast
satellite acquisition is possible with acquisition of the first satellite in about 120 ms with 72 parallel
correctors.  The airborne unit requires about two cubic inches of volume and consumes less than 2 watts
at 3.3 VDC.

Figure 1.  GPS Sensor Airborne Unit
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In addition to the GPS Sensor, JAMI investigated improvements to other existing GPS receivers.  An
Request for Information was published in the Commerce Business Daily soliciting GPS vendors of high
dynamic GPS equipment for equipment that OSD could test to determine the present state-of-the-art of
GPS hardware.  No responses to the RFI were received.

End Game Scoring- The most difficult technical challenge facing the JAMI team is using GPS to
determine the precise distance and attitude between a missile and target. These measurements are
required along with precise timing of a fuzing event to determine lethality. This process involves not only
highly accurate GPS measurements but also sophisticated ground station processing. Three different
software approaches are still under investigation.  These include:

Waypoint of Calgary, Canada has a commercially available product called GRAFNAV that uses
double difference carrier phase ambiguity measurements to determine the best position solution. It
works very well as long as good GPS tracking can be maintained. It also has cycle slip repair
capability in the event of a GPS dropout.  GRAFNAV is an excellent kinematic processing tool
but will not support determination of missile attitude.

The Multi-sensor Optimal Smoother Estimation Software (MOSES) is a post-processing product
developed by the Air Force in support of the B-1 flight test program. MOSES is used on a daily
basis at Edwards AFB and Hollaman AFB for precision flight analysis.  It is highly structured and
uses all available “sensors” to calculate the best solution. The core of the MOSES system is a
sophisticated Kalman filter-smoother developed by Dr. Neil Carlson which applies GPS
corrections to an IMU position solution.  The Air Force is currently modifying the MOSES GPS
processing from standard differential corrections to kinematic processing.  An input module was
written and tested to create a differentially corrected GPS solution in real time from the MACM
input message.

Wide Area Differential GPS is a Navy-developed design which uses refined positional
“correctors” derived from a set of precisely known and widely spaced reference stations to
provide a greatly improved differential GPS solution.

IMU sensors were identified and tested by both JAMI and the HSTSS program.  Low cost rate sensors
developed for the automotive industry are now available and under evaluation. Low cost air bag
accelerometers are available and have excellent characteristics in the + 50 G range.  The original plan to
take raw sensor measurements at a high sample rate and transmit the data as part of normal telemetry has
been modified to add integrators in the JAMI TSPI unit.  These measurements will be synchronized to
GPS time.  By integrating acceleration in the missile to generate relative velocity, the system is much
more robust to telemetry data dropouts.  The final interface will be defined by the end of 2000 and will
require a lower downlink bot rate than originally expected.

GPS Testing-  JAMI investigated several verifiable methods of testing high dynamic GPS hardware
during the past year.  Although GPS has been used on high dynamic missiles for several years, the
primary application was TSPI and absolute accuracy was not required.  The application of GPS to End
Game Scoring requires positioning resolution to sub-meter accuracy and accurate testing is critical.



Testing of GPS hardware is underway on three fronts; verified simulation using GPS simulators and
missile typical flight profiles, high-speed sled track tests, and centrifuge testing.

GPS simulators are available from a variety of sources and have various programming features.  Some
simulators have been linked with inertial measurement unit (IMU) simulators for coupled GPS/IMU
testing.  GPS simulators have limitations in simulating vehicle vibration effects and other environmental
effects.

Sled track testing has been used to a large extent to characterize GPS system performance since the sled
is instrumented very well and the position, acceleration, jerk, and velocity are easily measured.  The
biggest problem encountered with sled testing is vibration caused by the shoe-track interface and the fact
that supersonic sled tracks are very straight i.e. they don’t turn corners.

Two years ago centrifuge testing was proposed because acceleration levels up to 50 G were attainable
and high jerk levels are experienced in the line of sight to satellites near the horizon.  Several outdoor
centrifuge facilities were investigated and one at
Rye Canyon in California was chosen based on
cost, the unobstructed view of the sky, and the
reasonable cost.  Several tests were conducted at
a variety of G levels between 15 and 60 G on a
variety of GPS hardware.

The CTEIP office also funded additional GPS
testing and characterization during the past year.
This effort was coordinated with JAMI and
HSTSS and primarily focused on defining typical
missile flight scenarios and programming and
verifying the GWEF simulation capability at Eglin
AFB.

JAMI Component Integration

One of the major elements of the JAMI program is the integration of JAMI components into weapons
instrumentation systems to demonstrate the effectiveness of GPS and programmable flight termination
system hardware on the range. In an effort to form integration partnerships, many program offices were
contacted and given the JAMI presentation and status. As a result of such contacts, JAMI received an
endorsement letter from a missile program for the FTSA development effort.

Based on test results on commercially available GPS receivers, it became apparent that existing hardware
could support TSPI tracking of low dynamic missile platforms with minimal additional development. In
September 1998, representatives from a missile program contacted us and inquired whether JAMI would
be interested in providing GPS hardware for the missile development testing flights. A draft
Memorandum of Agreement was drafted and a Statement of Work was prepared. After several iterations
an agreement was reached in which JAMI would provide a packaged GPS receiver design that would be

Figure 2.  Rye Canyon 30 ft Centrifuge



interfaced with the telemetry system identified for the missile. The plan is to keep the radar transponder in
the design until such time that the GPS can be demonstrated to be as reliable as the C-band transponder
and a more precise tracking aid. Issues still being worked include initial acquisition time and ground
station software tailoring, if required.

JAMI and a high dynamic missile program signed an Memorandum of Agreement in January to integrate
a JAMI designed high dynamic GPS system into a new telemeter under development by the prime
contractor.  The JAMI GPS system will include a GPS sensor as well at inertial sensors, power supply,
and RF input filtering and preamplification and will be qualified to JAMI composite environmental levels.

SUMMARY

The JAMI program has made significant progress in identifying existing GPS capability and applying it to
weapons platforms as a TSPI tracking source. The GPS integration into a missile system will result in
actual range demonstration of JAMI hardware in the next two years. A GPS receiver concept has been
identified that can provide quick initial acquisition and high dynamic tracking.  The FTSA has been
transitioned to production and miniature flight termination hardware is in production.




